Of these, (II) is obvious, and (III), which we shall prove in the paragraph after next, is only slightly less so. The problem is to describe A.
Let 5o(x) m 1 and Expanding the determinant P* of (1) in minors of the last column shows that
where the polynomial K is the Vandermonde determinant which is the minor of am in the determinant P* of (1); thus, K is never zero on U. Hence in the definition of A* we may replace P*(x, a) by 7>(x, a).
We shall now prove that A(0) is empty. Let a be any (m + 1)-vector with am = 0. If all ay = 0, clearly aG^4*-Suppose then that/0 is the smallest integer for which am-j^O, 0<j0um.
We shall find two points x' and x" in the convex subset T of U where -1 ^ x0 <Xi< • ■ • <xm_iál such that (4) (-iy>ahP(x', a)< 0 < (-l)%y0P(x", a), from which it follows that P(x, a) =0 for some x in T; it follows that 4(0) is empty. Let x" = (e, 2e, • • • , me) with 0<e<l. Each term in the sum in (2) is then positive, and thus (-l)'o5io(x") >eh, while 5y(x") =o(«yo) as £-»0 if j>jo-Hence, for e sufficiently small, the second half of (4) follows from (3). The first half of (4) Hence the Qn are linearly independent functions. Moreover, each Qh(x) =0 on Ï7. If h9*0 or w, <2/>(x) >0 on U, since at most one x< can take the value +1 and at most one x< can take the value -1 on U.
According to (3), P(x, a) is linear in a. According to (7), P(x, aw) = Qh(x). Combining these facts, if a0. • • • f ctm are real numbers, (8) x, Ea»aW) = E«*e»(*)-
Since the Qä are linearly independent, it follows from (7) is not in A.
